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Welcome to the winter edition of
Hearing Eye

I am sure that like me you were delighted with
the Autumn edition of Hearing Eye, edited for
you by Anthea Owen. Now I am pleased to
bring you this new edition and hope it will be
an encouragement for this New Year. 2020
was a hard and challenging year for us all and
sadly the tough days didn’t end on December
31st. and we are now a few weeks into this
present lockdown. You may be wondering if this season is ever
going to come to an end? It’s important we keep our eyes lifted up in
hope to our God whose character is to make all things new. On
New Year’s Day a friend posted this lovely verse from a poem
written by Minnie Louise Haskins in 1908 called The Gate of the
Year and I thought it would be lovely for us to read and think about:
‘I said to the man who stood at the Gate of the Year, 'Give me a light that I
may tread safely into the unknown.' He replied, 'Go out into the darkness,
and put your hand into the hand of God. That shall be better than light, and
safer than a known way.'
This poem was shared by King George VI in his Christmas message
of 1939 when Britain was at war with Germany. The poem had
been given to him by his daughter Princess Elizabeth, now our
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Queen. I echo the closing words of the king's speech, ‘May that
Almighty Hand guide and uphold us all.’
As we make that choice to put our hands trustingly in God’s and
step further into the unknowns of this year, how does God want to
sustain and lift us up and give us joy and fullness of life despite the
circumstances? Jesus ensured that He and His friends were
sustained in many different ways. They spent time walking from
place to place so exercise was important, but as they walked He
encouraged them to hear God’s voice speaking to them personally
through the beauty of creation; He loved times with people and the
joy of sharing meals and relaxing together; He also knew how vital
it was to make time to pray and be with His Heavenly Father and as
part of that He loved meditating on Scripture and so was at peace
even in storms, because He constantly filled His heart with God’s
Word. He loved teaching His friends and challenging their
understanding with new perceptions and glimpses into Heaven’s
truths. There is something really life giving about having our minds
expanded, it brings a thrill to the whole of our beings and causes us
to grow in wisdom and strength. Jesus also knew the importance of
fun and laughter so got His friends to engage with crazy riddles and
parables that made them both laugh and think. He loved stories too
and packed the ones He told full of meaning and joy. Those
disciples weren’t so different to us – we all need a rich variety of
things that will sustain, feed and comfort us and also help us to
grow.
So on that note I want to encourage you to enjoy the whole of this
new Hearing Eye. Be lifted up by the verses and words from God’s
heart; join your prayers together with many others as you pray
through the prayer diary. Be encouraged and made to think by the
various articles and news items, have some fun trying the recipe
and the puzzle. We can’t literally meet together at this time but that
will pass and in the meantime we can share together in different
ways. Remember we’d love to hear from you and this is your
Magazine, your ‘voice’ so do send in your letters, poems,
anecdotes, jokes, recipes…….we’d love to hear from you! So
hoping you’ll be blessed as you read,
Tracy Williamson
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For many years Open Ears has supported the wonderful work
of Mike and Fiona Smith serving at the Green Pastures Ear
Hospital in Pokhara, Nepal. They have had an amazing impact
on the ear health of many in the local villages and communities
and it’s been a privilege to share in their work through prayer
and giving. Mike and Fiona have just retired but their legacy
continues and we thought this latest report is really inspiring.
Mike and Fiona’s Nepal News, Christmas 2020
The psalmist asks, “Where is your God?” (Psalm 42:3).
The angel says to Joseph, “The virgin will conceive and give birth to
a son, and they will call him Immanuel”, which means “God with us”.
(Matthew 1:23)
Dear Friends and Family,
Mike and I returned from Nepal in March.
This was timely as we were able to move
Mike’s mother into a very nice care home
near us in Herefordshire.
Since Fiona’s mother had a pacemaker fitted,
she is managing well at home in Sussex,
Fiona and the family visit regularly.
We are pleased that the INF Green Pastures
Ear Centre in Pokhara has remained active and we have managed
to retain all the lovely staff. Patient numbers dropped, but people
continued to come, and all hospital staff prepared for Covid.
Thankfully Nepal has not been too badly affected so far, though
reports vary. Mike gets regular updates from Eka Dev the ear centre
coordinator, the 3 young Nepali surgeons, Poonam the lead nurse
and Anup the lead audiologist. Mike is
involved in some medical conferences,
teaching and research projects with
international zoom meetings.
Fiona also keeps in touch with the hospital
team and other friends including the Nepali
ladies’ weekly prayer meeting, on-line at
5.15am!
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Donations to EAN (Ear Aid Nepal) have helped pay for medical
equipment and for patients who aren’t able to afford treatment. Mike
hopes to get back to Nepal next year for some short visits,
preferably after a vaccine. We are still renting our house in Pokhara
and hope to be able to sort out and pack up our belongings
sometime next year.
It’s exciting to pray and think about what the future holds for us and
where and how we can be of most use!
We sincerely hope you are all coping in
these extraordinary days and are finding
comfort in God, the countryside, hobbies
and friendships. We have enjoyed the
opportunities for walking, cycling and
Mike his sailing.
Thank you all very much for your love
and support,
God bless. Love from,
Fiona and Mike

www.inf.org
www.earaidnepal.org

The Ear Centre of Green Pastures Hospital
Annual Report 2019-20 (extract)
Summary
The Ear Centre of Green Pastures Hospital has established itself as
the only specialised ear hospital in the Western Region of Nepal. A
very dedicated team of 6 Nepali doctors and one expatriate doctor
provide treatment through quality, yet affordable, services, to Nepali
people who have hearing impairments and ear-related diseases.
The team is able to touch the lives of many people by restoring their
hearing capacity. The goal of the Centre is to reduce ear disease
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and disabilities in western Nepal through the provisions of highquality preventative and curative interventions.
During the reporting period:
▪ 11,549 outpatient department visits were achieved
▪ 342 surgeries (minor: 51, intermediate: 174, and major: 117) were
successfully conducted
▪ 425 patients benefitted from hearing aids
▪ 3,431 outpatient department health education sessions were
provided
▪ 3,324 audiology tests were performed
▪ 404 speech and language therapy sessions were provided
▪ 344 patients were admitted to the Ear Centre
▪ 1,259 people received ear-syringing services
Cochlear implant operations, fully funded by a Swiss charity, SON
(Stiftung Ohrchirurgie Nepal, which means “Foundation for Ear
Surgery Nepal”) have been started in the Ear Centre. Also, Green
Pastures has been supporting the government's effort in combating
the COVID-19 epidemic on multiple fronts. This has included
starting a fever clinic at the gates of the hospital and readying the
Ear Centre in case it needs to be used as an isolation centre. Amid
Covid-19, the Ear Centre is providing its regular services to the
people.
Case Story: Sanju
Sanju is 15, and lives a four-hour drive from the Ear Centre.
Sanju lives with her grandfather, grandmother, mother, father, two
sisters and one brother. Her parents work for a living as farmers.
Sanju began to notice ear discharge many years ago. It was hard
for her to hear other people speaking, which affected her studies.
Subsequently, she went to a nearby grassroots-level government
health post numerous times, where she was provided with simple
ear drops. However, they couldn’t fully help her to recover from her
ear problem.
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As Sanju grew up in a village area where there is a lack of earrelated health awareness, her family thought nothing of the problem.
Many years passed by, but her ear problem remained the same.
Recently her mother, who had brought a relative for treatment to
Green Pastures Hospital in the past, decided to bring Sanju to the
Ear Centre.
When Sanju was in the Ear Centre, the doctor sent her for pure tone
audiometry (Hearing test), which showed decreased hearing
capacity on her left ear. After going through further investigations,
she was diagnosed with Chronic Suppurative Otitis Media (CSOM)
with conductive hearing loss. Eventually, she went through Left
Tympanoplasty + Canaloplasty (Intermediate) surgery.
The nurses and all other
staff in the Ear Centre
took good care of her. At
first, she was worried
about her surgery, but
when she met with
another patient who went
through the same
surgery, she was more
Sanju at Ear Centre after surgery
confident.
Now, after the surgery,
Sanju is feeling good, and all her fear has gone. Sanju’s surgery
was successful and she stayed for three days in the Ear Centre.
For a laugh:
An older man had serious hearing problems for many years. He
went to the doctor and the doctor had him fitted for 2 hearing aids
that allowed the man to hear 100%.
The old man went back a month later to the doctor who said, “Your hearing
is perfect. Your family must be really pleased that you can hear again.”
The man replied, “Oh, I haven’t told my family yet. I just sit around and listen
to their conversations. I’ve changed my will three times!”
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Your Letters

We so love hearing from you with your comments, stories and
responses to the Magazine and other things we send out. Your
voice matters so do keep them coming in!
Thank you for the super Christmas card! I shall keep it.
Thanks for the bumper mag. Very much appreciated. I enjoyed the Christian
articles, Goldie’s news plus the prayer diary. I’d like to know about equipment to
help. I know this isn’t easy. I was going to try Chatable BUT it didn’t fit my phone.

Thank you all for the beautiful Christmas card and all you
do throughout the year. May you be richly blessed, filled
with praise, thanksgiving and joy for all we have and share
in our Lord Jesus.
Dear All at Open Ears, praying for a blessed Christmas to you all. Thank
you for your hard work and magazine which blesses me. I pray that I can
see you all again. God bless you.
After the 1st lockdown ….We had our first walk to the town centre
yesterday after shielding. Tomorrow I hope to feel brave enough to go into
a shop for the first time since before lockdown.
We have been blessed with kindness from friends and family. Also with
lovely walks from our cottage most mornings at the crack of dawn whilst
most people are still in bed. God is good.
Have you visited the Open Ears Website recently or the
Open Ears Facebook Group?
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Anything to help?
We all need help occasionally from gadgets or aids that will make
our lives easier with hearing those around us, hearing things like
doorbells, alarms, alarm clocks etc. So, we’d love to hear your tips
and recommendations of things that have worked for you.
Here is one from me. I mentioned it in a previous edition but will
again now as I’ve found it an amazing help, especially during this
last year.
I will start by telling you a story…I am a severely deaf person who is
also partially sighted, I cannot see enough to lip-read, so I’ve always
carried a notebook and pen around with me. I still do that, but now I
have another really helpful weapon in my arsenal, the Android
Smartphone speech to text app called Live Transcribe.
I found out about Live Transcribe at the end of 2019. I’d popped
into town for what I thought would be a quick visit to get some cash.
I also went into the optician as my glasses needed adjusting slightly.
I thought I would be in and out but to my shock, when the optician
attempted to make the arms tighter, the glasses broke as the tiny
fittings were worn out. What I thought would be a 2 minute visit
became 2 hours as they tested my sight prior to me choosing a new
pair of frames. But I’d brought nothing to write with as I wasn’t
expecting to talk to anyone. Suddenly a customer came up and
said ‘I have this app on my mobile that might
help.’ It was Live Transcribe. I’d tried one
or two Apps like this already, but they
seemed quite hard to see at a glance, but
Live Transcribe’s solid white text on a black
background was easy to see. The customer
lent us her phone, and it made it so much
easier for me. As soon as I got home, I
downloaded it onto my own phone, and it is
now in constant use and is one of the best
helps with communication I have ever tried
out. You can choose the text size and language but you do need a
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Smartphone as opposed to a basic mobile. I had changed to a
Smartphone about a year previously as it seemed useful to have the
bus and train apps available as I could no longer read timetables.
But finding Live Transcribe has been the best reason to change to a
Smartphone. I share a home with my great friend and ministry
partner Marilyn Baker and from the moment we get up in the
morning, I open the Live Transcribe app on my phone and as we
move around the house or sit and have a meal I have it to hand and
it means we can have a much better conversation than when I’m
relying on trying to hear. It’s not perfect of course and can
sometimes cause great laughs as it can misinterpret what someone
has said and come up with the funniest things. But it’s still a lot
better than my hearing. During Lockdown with the need to social
distance, if the doorbell goes I answer it with the phone in my hand
open to Live Transcribe and so ‘hear’ the visitor without them
needing to come close. This last year has seen churches meeting
online via Zoom and YouTube and there are many options for
meeting loved ones online too and I’ve found that if I am in a Zoom
meeting and don’t have any captions support, then I can put my
phone near the speaker on Live Transcribe and it will pick up the
general content of what’s being said. Captions support is always
best but if not available, Live Transcribe is an amazing resource.
Live Transcribe is a Google app so an
Android Smartphone is the best option. On
older models like my own you can download
LT from the app Store. In new models it is
already installed in the Accessibility options
and can even be used to show the text on
things like YouTube videos.
Apple products like Iphones and Ipads have a version of LT that
needs subscribing to, or there is Otter for the Iphone but I have
never tried that. There are many other Speech to text apps too so it
would need researching and trying out to see what works best for
you but speech to text apps are certainly extremely helpful for
anyone with a hearing loss.
Tracy Williamson
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I love the following testimony of God’s guiding anointing!
Bob Lewington’s Testimony
I am hard of hearing and have been so since birth. It
was not until I was 9 that my teacher realised I had
a problem and I was issued with an NHS hearing
aid.
I wear two hearing aids now and without them, I
would not hear anything. I went to a hearing school
in Bristol and was taught to lip-read by a specialist
teacher, Miss Rose Sturman who was a missionary
to deaf children in Rangoon, now Myanmar.
I have always ‘known’ the ‘hand of the Lord’ upon my life, although I
did not fully know Him until I became a Christian at 18. This came
about in 1966 when a group of young people were witnessing at
Bedminster Down Boy’s Club. I was ‘called’ by the Lord into full
time work and went to Birmingham Bible Institute in 1970 for two
years and obtained a Christian Worker’s Diploma. I felt led by the
Lord to work amongst deaf people.
I met Pat my wife at the Heath Evangelical Church in Cardiff when a
monthly Gospel outreach meeting to deaf people was started. Pat
and I were married on 2nd August, 1975 and we have now been
married for over 45 years. We have 4 children and 4 grandchildren.
We both went into full time Christian work in May 1989 until we
retired in December 2012. We set up a mission called ‘The Heath
Evangelical Mission to the Deaf, Blind and Otherwise Disabled’.
(Later on the name was changed to ‘The Light of the World
Mission). Pat and I started a weekly Sunday night meeting for deaf
people before we went into full time work. Blind and people with
other disabilities joined us and the numbers grew. We became
involved with Torch Trust for the Blind – a lovely Christian work
which still exists today. We were able as a family to attend their
annual family house parties at Hallaton in Leicestershire. I became
co-ordinator on behalf of Torch Trust in South Wales and was able,
with God’s help, to start a group in Bridgend which ran for over 20
years.
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Pat and I made contact with St. Davids Care in the Community and
we often went to St. Davids, Pembrokeshire, to encourage the
young people – many of whom had learning difficulties. That lovely
Christian work is still operating today under the care of Lyn Hall.
We arranged Bible Studies and prayer meetings amongst the deaf
in our home and also in a deaf person’s home in Caerphilly, and
monthly for a time in Weston Super Mare. I also gave Bible studies
to a deaf couple – Charles and Joyce Britton in Bristol. I could
remember Charles and Joyce from when I was a young boy and
many years later God brought us together. They were a truly godly
couple.
Pat and I arranged holidays for the deaf at Tywyn in Mid Wales and
also weekend house parties at Lindors Court in the Wye Valley. We
also arranged rallies for the deaf at least 3 times a year, alternating
between Cardiff, Newport, Bristol and Weston Super Mare. We
were also involved with deaf/Deaf People at Bridgwater and
Taunton with another established Christian work.
We have seen people becoming Christian, although this has been
slow. But the Gospel seed has been sown and God gives the
increase.
I was able to start clubs for deaf people at Aberdare, Bargoed and
Cwmbran. Pat produced a bi-monthly magazine called ‘The Light of
the World’ magazine which contained a Bible message with many
pictures, with a word search and Bible memory verse which the deaf
could return and receive a small prize for. About 80 magazines went
out each time and about 40 magazines were returned. We lent out
Christian subtitled videos, DVD’s and simple Christian books with
many pictures.
Although Pat and I are now retired we still continue to serve the
Lord. I take a service two or three times a month for the Deaf at All
Saints Church, Newport Deaf Club. I preach on a few Sundays to
encourage struggling hearing Church congregations: I speak at
ladies’ meetings on a regular basis wherever the Lord leads and
guides.
I must not forget the lovely Christian work among deaf people in
Hungary. Pat and I went there in October 2002 under the auspices
of 4H – Helping His Hungarian Heroes, led by Dr. Eric and
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Rosemary Barrett. The first camp for Deaf people was at lake
Balaton in May 2003. We were able to start and encourage this
work by speaking at various Churches with the help of an
interpreter. This work has grown tremendously and they currently
need funding to produce Bible stories by DVD as a means of
outreach to Deaf people in Hungary.
A lovely Bible verse to encourage you with is 1 Samuel 7:12 –
“…Ebenezer, saying: Hitherto hath the Lord helped us”. Amen

An Exciting Recipe– Banana Curry.
A friend’s recommendation .
Adapt as needed and enjoy!
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It’s Puzzle Time!
Time to relax, get a cuppa and cake, put your
feet up and enjoy doing this
Wordsearch on precious
stones

AMETHYST
DIAMOND
EMERALD
GARNET
ONYX
QUARTZ
RUBY
SAPPHIRE
TOPAZ

Can you find the words listed in the grid? They
may be written in any direction.
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Joining our hearts in praise and
prayer
In this time of crisis,
fear and loss let’s
join our hearts to
pray and reflect on
hope filled
Scriptures.

1
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4
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‘May the God of hope fill you with all joy and
peace as you trust in Him.’ (Romans 15:13).
Pray for those struggling with isolation and
depression because of the pandemic.
Pray for the NHS, for those directly caring for
Covid patients, for care home staff and
paramedics.
‘For He, God Himself has said, ‘I will not in any
way fail you, nor give you up, nor leave you
without support. I will not. I will not.’ Hebrews
13:5 Amp
Pray for Boris Johnson and the leaders of the
devolved Nations; for their wisdom and
strength and ability to make right decisions for
the UK.
Pray for a real turnaround in Covid and for a
steady decrease in the rate of infection.
Pray for Marylin Kilsby in her role as chair of
Open Ears.
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Pray for those in the Open Ears family who are
struggling with the lockdowns and isolation
and the difficulties of communication with
social distancing and facemasks.
‘Blessed are those whose strength is in you.’
Psalm 84:5
Pray for your church leaders and church family.
Pray for Open Ears Committee members for
wisdom and anointing as they seek to reach out
to those with hearing loss.
Pray for yourself to be filled with the Holy Spirit
and blessed by the Father’s love today.
Pray for the USA, for the new President and
healing of the divisions.
‘The Lord is my light and my salvation. Whom
shall I fear?’ Psalm 27:1
Pray for all in this pandemic who have lost
loved ones. Pray their hearts will turn to the
Lord and receive His comfort.
Pray for children and young people in all the
disruption they’ve experienced in their
education this last year.
Pray for the East, for those badly affected by
war and famine, for those fleeing tyranny. Pray
they will meet with the God of hope.
Spend time reflecting on the promises of Psalm
23 and asking God to make them real in your
own life.
Pray for those who have suffered financial or
job loss because of Covid. For release of God’s
resources into the economy.
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20 ‘O taste and see that the Lord is good. How
blessed is the man who takes refuge in Him.’
Ps 34:8
21 Pray for the Queen and Royal family.
22 Pray for Torch Trust for the Blind in their
ministry to those with sight loss.
23 Pray for those feeling overwhelmed and alone.
24 ‘Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of compassion and the
God of all comfort.’ 2 Cor 1:3
25 Pray for your neighbours. For the peace of God
to fill every house in your road.
26 Praise the Lord and thank Him He is with you
today.
27 Pray for the many Christian hotels and
conference centres that have been badly
affected by the pandemic.
28 Pray for strength and enabling on all those
involved in giving the Covid vaccinations.
29 Pray for Open Ears to have real influence in the
coming days so that people will be much more
aware of those around them with hearing loss.
30 Receive this beautiful blessing for yourself and
then, in prayer, give it away to others.
‘The Lord bless you
And keep you
The Lord make His face shine upon you
And be gracious to you.
The Lord turn His face toward you
And give you peace.’
Numbers 6:26
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Like A Child by Emily Owen (Author & Speaker)
This afternoon, my family had a zoom call, each household/bubble
joining in. It was a spontaneous
‘touching base’ call, so not every
person was present. Some, like me,
were doing other things.
In fact, I was unaware that the call
was even taking place until a message
was delivered to me from my 5 year old niece. She’d seen that I
was not in the call, and had demanded, “Where’s Aunty Memem?”
Upon being told that I was busy, she confidently declared, “Oh, but
she’ll want to see me!”
My niece was right. I did want to see her, so I joined the call.
My niece had not even needed to know what I was doing. The fact
that I was busy was irrelevant because, what could possibly be
more important than seeing her?
Perhaps sometimes we hesitate to turn to God with our hopes and
dreams and worries and fears, big or small.
Perhaps we think He’s got more important things to deal with.
Perhaps we think other people’s needs are more important than our
own. Perhaps our own concerns seem silly.
In Matthew 18, Jesus encourages us to become like little children.
After this afternoon, I can attest to the fact that little children rightly
say, “she’ll want to see me.”
In becoming like little children, let’s remember that we have a
Heavenly Father about whom we can rightly say, “He’ll want to see
me.”
“…his father saw him and was filled with compassion for him; he ran to his
son, threw his arms around him and kissed him.” (Luke 15:19b)

He’ll want to see me!
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Exciting New Step
Thank you all of you who filled in and returned your questionnaires
of what you’d like to be involved with as we plan future events for
Open Ears. We were very encouraged by your responses.
Several indicated they’d be interested in joining us for online events
and, given the current situation with the lockdown and ongoing
restrictions expected for some time, it seems a very suitable time to
launch Open Ears’ first online mini conference!

We’d love you to join us in February for our
first online afternoon conference on the
timely theme of Hope.

Invitations will be sent out once the date is
confirmed.
The programme will include an up-building time of Bible
reflection, sharing and fellowship together, and praise and
worship. Full speech to text will be provided on screen by our
very own Susanne (Flying Fingers) Willdig. We will be using
both Zoom and YouTube.
Please email the Administrator, Christine Pitts ASAP if you are
interested. Her contact details are on the back page.
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Goldie’s Corner
Christmas 2020
Happy New Year to all my lovely
followers! I hope I’ve got the right
phrase? I’m sure I’ve heard my
mum use it around this time of
year although for the life of me I
can’t see what’s so new or happy about it as
Mum and Auntie are STILL spending all their time
indoors and I’m sure that in the past ‘New Years’
the words would have been accompanied by lots of sloppy hugs
which I, of course was always eager to join in with.
This whole period seemed very odd to me... Several weeks ago,
when Mum brought lots of boxes into the lounge and unpacked all
sorts of sparkly things and balls and that funny little tree which on no
account would she let me raise my leg at or even sniff at (don’t wag
your head at me, what else are you supposed to do with a tree?)
Anyway, I’ve digressed, I was going to say I got all excited because
I remembered how getting those things out would usually precede
loads of fun occasions when the bell would ring endlessly and of
course as a working Hearing Dog I would have to rush to tell Mum
that someone was at the door, and then I would get a TREAT! Lots
of treats in fact! And the oven would be on and heavenly smells
would fill my nose and there would be a beep, beep, beep and I
would rush to tell Mum and get ANOTHER treat, which if it coincided
with the doorbell would be so exciting because often Mum wouldn’t
be able to lay her hand on my official (BORING) treats and so would
surreptitiously break off a fraction of something heavenly!
And I will never forget my very first Christmas when I’d only just
moved in with Mummy, Auntie Marilyn and her Guide dog Pennie.
A fun occasion began with Mummy and Auntie getting lots of
exciting smelling packets out. I couldn’t quite see what they were
doing but I was really interested when Mum put a plate with 3 large
round things in the utility room on top of the tumble dryer. Could
these be for me? After all she DID keep a box in there with lots of
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my things! I did ask Pennie what she thought but she was a bit
sniffy and just told me to mind my own business! Well, that was it,
this was MY home too, and the utility room was definitely my
domain. I HAD to find out what was on top of the tumble dryer. So,
I sneaked in quietly, just to have a look. I had to put my paws up on
top of the tumble dryer to see properly and was just going to look,
after all I AM a trained Hearing Dog! But even when I’d raised
myself up I still couldn’t quite identify these round objects, so what
else could I do? What is a dog to do? I had to take a lick. Well, I
only meant to lick once, just to find out if these strange things were
for me, but the moment my tongue touched the edge a most
glorious sweet, sticky taste filled all my senses. I really thought I’d
gone to heaven. I just HAD to have one more lick, and then
another…After all if these were for me then surely Mum wouldn’t
mind? The first one soon disappeared but there were 2 more so
that would be ok. Well at least there were 2 more for about 3
seconds…..I was just nearing the end of the 3rd one which DID
make my teeth feel a bit odd as it was VERY cold and kind of
jaggedly crunchy. I was so intent that I didn’t hear the door open,
but I DID hear the terrible scream that immediately filled my ears.
‘GOLDIE! NO! LEAVE THOSE PUDDINGS….’
Well, that was 9 years ago now and I think Mum did forgive me in
the end although she DOES like to trot the story out still to
embarrass me!
But back to the present….I was so excited when the sparkly things
all came out as I was expecting all that fun as just described, but
Mum and Auntie were SO boring this year! There wasn’t ONE day
when lots of people arrived and lots of interestingly smelling packets
got opened. Instead, Mum and Auntie spent AGES talking into their
noisy boxes again. It’s SO boring! They did have one lovely friend
come over for one of those special days when endless lovely food
gets cooked and I always get some too, but only ONE! It was such a
quiet time but I did get SOME extra dinners and heavenly pieces of
their food but the whole time certainly wasn’t as I hoped!
To cap it all, a few days later they were talking into their noisy boxes
really late one night when all a dog wants is to go to sleep, and
suddenly the most terrifying noise came from outside BANG! BANG!
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BANG! I was shaking with fear and sure the world was about to
end! I had to protect Mummy and Auntie, they were all I had so I
tried my hardest to climb onto their laps to shield them, only for
them to LAUGH and push me off, exclaiming they couldn’t breathe
under my weight! Well I ask you! Surely they knew I was trying my
doggiest to save them?
Goldie

Life can be full of surprises
By Beryl Cooper

As far back as I can remember my
mother was always very concerned
about my poor speech. I had to watch
her mouth and repeat what she said.
This was ongoing.
When I was about 11 or 12 I was
beginning to feel self conscious about
my speech and wondered what my friends thought of me.
Then one day I was told that the best English spoken was by the
newscasters on the radio. ‘Right,’ I thought, ‘I know what I will do,
listen to the news every day on the radio.’
We had a small radio in our warm and cosy kitchenette with a coal
fire and built in oven. But I decided to go into the dining room where
we had a large wireless, so called in those days.
I sat close to this wireless and listened really hard to how the
newscaster spoke. I did this regularly and I noticed that when I
became a teenager mum was no longer worrying about my speech
so this must have worked.
Life went on and when I was in my 50’s I had to go to ENT in
hospital to have my nose cauterised. When it was over the
technician said he would like me to have a hearing test and as I was
the last person there it would be quick.
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I had the hearing test then waited to be called in. The technician
looked at me in amazement saying he didn’t know how I’d been able
to hear and had to now see the consultant.
Apparently, I was deaf in both ears with nerve deafness!
In the 1920’s I don’t think they ever knew that our first form of
communication was hearing and our second form was speaking. If
you could not hear you would not be able to speak.
Neither my parents and brother, teachers at school, friends,
husband and two daughters ever knew! I was told I had been lip
reading all my life!
Now I can only praise God for my patient and kind mother who did
not know what a good speech therapist she was!
Knowing at last that I was deaf made me feel quite
disorientated……
Beryl you are incredible and showed
so much perseverance with learning to
speak. It’s mind blowing that you were
so proficient at lip reading that no one
knew you couldn’t hear! A big round
of applause to you. Tracy

Open Ears YouTube and Social Media
Have any of you tried out our new Open Ears YouTube channel?
Emily Owen whose article we read earlier is
sharing some fabulous monthly reflections
all with closed captions. Do take a look.
Come and join the Facebook Open Ears
Fellowship Group where we can swap
anecdotes and share. Or visit us on
Instagram at openearscharity.
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The power of waiting by Alison Ross
God has been speaking to me lately about
how precious it is when believers hold
onto the promises that He has given
them, and continue to believe and stand
on those promises.
This week I felt God speak about the
beauty of waiting with expectancy. I've been waiting a number of
years since God first gave me a vision of what my life could look like
with Him totally in the centre and how He longs to cover us all with
His love. Life wasn't easy then, and since that time it has changed
but it hasn't got easier, just different. I'm still waiting for the fulfilment
of what He showed me. This promise is very much at odds with the
reality of my life. I think how bizarre many people would find this, to
believe in something from a God, who I can't see, but yet I hold
onto, despite everything that the world would see to the contrary. I
daily choose to believe in God's faithfulness, His goodness and His
love.
What God showed me this week was that how we wait and our
attitude in that time is precious... It is in continuing to believe in who
He is and His character, and in the promises He has given us, that
we please Him. It is in the act of believing and trusting in His
faithfulness that we grow closer and bring joy to Him. It is also this
decision to stand in this place of belief that proves our faith: it
actually proves our faith like proving bread... it grows and becomes
mature. (James 1)
God then led me to consider the Old Testament and the story of
Israel.. I saw that ultimately it is a story of waiting. The great OT
characters all had stories of waiting until God showed up and saved
them. What made God’s people faithful?...They continued to believe
in Him and trust that He was who He said He was, and that He
would do what He said He would do. Let’s choose to be a people
who trust in our faithful God by waiting faithfully.
But those who wait for the Lord; who expect, look for and hope
in Him; will gain new strength and renew their power. Is 40:31
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About Open Ears
Open Ears is a Christian Charitable Organisation providing
fellowship and spiritual and pastoral care with no denominational
barriers. It is for people who have impaired hearing, and anyone
those who are sympathetic to their special needs.
Open Ears was founded (as the Hard of Hearing Christian
Fellowship – HHCF) in 1974 by a group of concerned Christians in
London. The first Fellowship Weekend was held in 1977. A fully
accessible national weekend or holiday has taken place every year
since then, except for 2020 because of Covid restrictions. We are
now working to increase our online presence via social media and
our website. However, we hope to return to holding face to face
events as soon as we can.
For more information about Open Ears and our mission statement,
please visit our website, www.openears.org.uk
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Tel: (New No): 07396 236214 - voice or text
Email: openearsministry@hotmail.com
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